
HOW TO INCREASE YOUR VOCAL RANGE

One major goal of every singer is to have a well-developed and impressive singing range. A 
broader range means more versatility and improved artistic expression, as the singer is less 
likely to struggle to sing all the notes of a song in the original key. Each note within the song 
will sound comfortable and pleasant. However, this goal of stretching the vocal range, if not 
approached carefully and correctly, can present numerous risks, including vocal fatigue, 
strain and injury.
The key to successfully increasing the singing range is to do so gradually and healthily. A 
student of voice needs to avoid the temptation to rush ahead of his or her instrument, forcing 
it to reach for high or low notes that it is not yet ready to sing. Although a singer may be 
physically able to hit a certain pitch, that doesn’t necessarily mean that he or she is singing it 
correctly. If the note sounds squeaky, shrill, breathy or strained, or if the voice cracks or the 
throat feels tight, uncomfortable or painful, the singer isn’t yet ready to sing that note. More 
technical development will be necessary before these notes become easier and safer to sing.

A certain degree of technical proficiency is necessary in order for a student to effectively 
extend his or her upper range. If the singer is unable to access the head register due to 
incorrect laryngeal and acoustical function (e.g., no in the upper middle register, thus 
preventing the vocal folds from lengthening and thinning properly, no vowl modification, a 
raised larynx with an improper tilt or supraglottic compression (e.g., squeezing with the 
muscles of the larynx and neck), the voice will hit a proverbial wall around the second 
passaggio and not be able to safely break past it until proper technique is in place.

Once good technique is established, range is then gradually and methodically increased, one 
note (i.e., semitone) at a time, typically through short, simple exercises that use a very small 
range and intervals of only one half or full step at a time. It is usually best to allow each new 
note to be perfected – it should feel comfortable, be well supported and sound consistently 
pleasant – before attempting to add another note. Although it may be possible for a student of 
voice to sing a few notes higher or lower yet, he or she should always focus on the notes 
immediately above or below until they are consistently well produced, and he or she should 
never sing notes if the voice feels strained in any way. Having an extended range is of little 
use if the uppermost and lowermost notes of that range sound or feel terrible. Once the tone 
begins to fall apart or the voice begins to break, singing those notes is pointless – they won’t 
be improved by repeatedly singing them incorrectly and they certainly won't impress anyone if 
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used in a performance - and it is important to go back down (or up) in the scale and stop at 
the first note that begins to sound less controlled or feels uncomfortable. A student and 
teacher team should then examine the reasons for this loss of balanced, steady, free-flowing 
tone and attempt to make adjustments to and improvements in the student’s technical 
execution of that note before moving on. Otherwise, the remainder of the scale will do nothing 
but deteriorate in quality, and the singer make risk vocal injury.

Many singers want to develop their ranges quickly and may have unrealistic expectations or 
timetables. Patience is a necessary prerequisite in vocal training. In many cases, some 
simple adjustments made to the student’s technique (e.g., how he or she approaches a note) 
can produce dramatic results. I have had some students add over a half an octave to their 
ranges in a single lesson once they have corrected the errors that had previously been 
causing the limitations in their range. These results may not be typical for every singer or 
circumstance, however.

Although extending one’s vocal range is always a noble goal, the student of voice must also 
understand and accept that his or her body – in which lies the vocal instrument - has certain 
physical boundaries or limitations unique to that individual. For example, a bass singer should 
never expect himself to be able to hit the highest notes of the tenor range because his 
physical instrument is simply not designed to do so. Similarly, a soprano will likely never be 
able to extend her range to the bottommost notes of a contralto's range. There is likely to be 
some overlapping in range between voice types, and some singers will be able to develop 
exceptionally broad ranges, but a higher instrument will always be somewhat more limited at 
the lower part of the range than a lower instrument will be and vice versa. These limitations 
may be a source of frustration to many singers, especially when their voice types and ranges 
don’t fit with or get them cast for desired roles or gigs, but, unfortunately, it is an unavoidable 
fact of nature. All that a singer can do is make the most of the type of voice that he or she has 
been given, and develop as a full a range as is physically possible for him or her.

A singer shouldn’t be discouraged in discovering that his or her voice belongs to a particular 
vocal Fach (voice type) that he or she deems less desirable, as voice classification doesn’t 
change an individual singer’s vocal abilities or place any more limitations on that singer than 
those that were already there before. Each voice is unique, and some singers will be able to 
develop extensive ranges, while others may always have a more narrow range of usable 
pitches within which he or she can sing, even after training. An individual mezzo soprano may 
be able to sing higher than a certain soprano, or an individual tenor may have access to more 
notes than a certain baritone might.

It should be noted that many limitations in range are due to a failure to apply the appropriate 
laryngeal function to the particular pitches involved. Misuse of the muscles through squeezing 
is also quite common. We have a student who had believed herself to be a soprano before 
coming to study with us. She had a well-developed and extensive upper range, and it seemed 
reasonable to assume that she was a soprano based on that information alone. Furthermore, 
she sang only in head voice tones, carrying them down as low in the scale as she possibly 
could (G3), thus severely limiting the lower extension of her range. Once she learned to use 
her chest voice, however, we discovered that she is actually a dramatic mezzo soprano with 
an extremely powerful chest register, and she added over five full tones to the bottom of her 
range – she now vocalizes as low as Bb2.

The opposite phenomenon tends to happen for students who incorrectly categorize 
themselves as lower vocal voice types, such as contraltos, baritones or basses, simply 
because they don’t know how to sing in head voice. Once they figure out how to navigate the 
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upper passaggio, they find that they suddenly have access to an octave or more above what 
they had previously believed to be the uppermost notes of their range. The moral of the story 
is that an untrained singer shouldn’t assume that he or she cannot sing any higher or lower, 
and thus categorize himself or herself as a particular voice type, until he or she has 
developed enough technique to know what kind of range he or she can reasonably expect to 
be able to develop. (It is the locations of the passaggi, not the highest and lowest notes of a 
singer’s range, that most accurately determine voice type. A technique instructor can help a 
singer to identify where these pivotal registration events occur for that individual voice, and 
accurately categorize the voice.)

Some of the best exercises for increasing range, particularly at the top of the scale, are 
simple three-note exercises on all of the five pure Italian vowels. We use the following 
exercise to develop both the upper and lower range:

Vocal Range Increasing Exercise 1

Short chromatic scales are also excellent exercises for gently and gradually broadening a 
singer’s range because they involve very small steps of only a semitone. (When attempting to 
add notes to the top or bottom of the range, it is always best to avoid large intervals.) For 
example:

Vocal Range Increasing Exercise 2
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